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Editor’s Note
Hi everyone. I’m back.
Nationals has come and gone and now a very
successful season has drawn to a close. I am
honoured to serve on the new SAMS Committee for
the next two years and wish them all the very best
during their tenure. “President Kennedy” has a
certain ring to it don’t you think? If there is any
specific topic you would like covered, please do not
hesitate to get hold of me. My details can be found
on the cover page.
In this issue we will cover the new Presidents
message, Nationals 2016, The Open Water Report,
an interesting leading article, an update on
Nationals 2017and a “Last Word” page, to help
you motivate yourself for the coming season.

Many Regions will be having their AGM in the
next 2 months so I will pick up on the
Regional reports, once we know who has been
elected/re-elected and the new committees
have settled in.
I will endeavour to keep you up to speed on
swimming related news and motivational
articles to get you in the pool and starting
to prepare for East London 2017. If you do
not have a heated pool to train in over the
winter months, there is always a local gym.
There are also many training routines that
one can do at home, so no excuses.
Thank you all for a wonderful season,
2015/2016. I wish you all good luck and
train hard for the season 2016/2017.

Presidents Report
With the advent of the 2016/17
swimming season upon us, South
African Masters Swimming Gauteng is totally on board with
gearing up to serve ALL Masters members nationwide!
As the current chair I would like to extend a warm thank you
to the Kwazulu Natal Nationals Organising Committee and
related regional clubs for the fantastic event arranged and
hosted in March. Clearly you all worked very hard and it
certainly showed. Congratulations!
It was my first Masters Nationals in Durban and based on
the experience I am SO looking forward to the next rotation
to your region.
The hospitality and excellent organisation aside, some
spectacular achievements were attained.
One individual world record, and three relay world records
were broken. A number of South African Masters qualifying
times were achieved not to mention an impressive amount
of personal best times attained.

South African Masters Swimmers are some of the best in
the world and we can stand tall on any Masters Swimming
stage - locally or abroad. We’re up for any challenge and
nurture within us a healthy competitive spirit to strive for
excellence.
As the season commences, let’s not forget our members
and swimmers who work tirelessly in the background on
various committees – keep up the good work – Masters
cannot do without you!
And let’s remember our very apt Masters mantra “to swim
for fun, fitness and fellowship.”
With those thoughts in mind I wish all of you the very best
for a successful season ahead. May you achieve your goals,
have some fun and set a good example for many along the
way.
Here’s looking forward to meeting each and every one of
you,

KAREN KENNEDY,
President, South African Masters Swimming

Meet your New SAMS Committee

Karen
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President: Karen Gail Kennedy
Born 24th May 1966
I started swimming at the age of 5 and as a teenager I swam for both Transvaal and Western Transvaal also competing in Nationals during
this time. In the 80’s I joined the Wanderers Swimming club and trained under George Jacobson. After an extremely long break that started
from the age of 18, I took to the water again at age 42. This time with Dean Price. I joined Phoenix Masters in 2008 and have remained
with the Swimming Club.
Since 2008 – I’ve been to two Masters World Champs (Sweden in 2010 and Italy in 2012.) I’ve also participated in every Masters Nationals
Championship since that date. My first ever Open Water Swim was at Sun City in October 2008 and that is where my love affair with Open
Water started. I swim to keep fit and challenge myself to the max at every opportunity also hoping to be of some inspiration to others
along the way.
Swimming is my personal form of Meditation.
It is my happy place.

Vice President: Guy Harker
I got inveigled into masters swimming in January 2004 with the promise that I’m going to simply love swimming! Nationals, in East
London, was going to be a ‘joll’. Said person (Mike Davies) was quite correct! I did not get involved on the admin side of masters until mid2008, when Debbie Scott resigned as Wahoo President and sweet-talked me into standing as club president, having not been part of any
committee, except as a heckler on a water polo committee many years previously. In the 2008 season it was Wahoo’s turn to take over
the running of GMS so, in one fell swoop, Harker was both Wahoo and GMS president and Gauteng swimming shuddered! Great guidance
from a number of people, most notably Quirin Kohler, helped an inept person gather an odd skill or two. The GMS presidency role stayed
with me for 3 seasons and I then remained as a committee hanger-on, basically for the gala functions since then

Treasurer: Carol Mason
I'm 53 years old and swim with an amazing bunch of people at Phoenix. Having swum at school level until the age of 17 I eventually took
to the water again at 40, only taking part in the Midmar Miles. After completing 12 Midmar’s, I joined Phoenix, my best decision to date,
and started "really" swimming. I have competed in 2 Nationals, Johannesburg & Durban, and plan on many more in the years to come. I
simply love swimming!

Webmaster: John Petersen
I have been a stalwart member of SA Masters swimming for many years and a loyal member of Phoenix Masters.
I designed the website for Masters Swimming in its entirety website which I also manage. This includes all meet results for local and
national galas, records, colours, newsletters, record/colours application forms, past colours recipients, regional and club contact
information, newsletters, entry forms, colours qualifying times, Top Ten listings, etc.
I negotiate with the website provider and ensures that Masters pay a reasonable fee for the website.
I have also worked extensively on Meet and Team Manager Programmes and have negotiated with Hy-Tech for programmes more suited
to Masters Galas.
I have also been a member of SAMS’ executive for many years.

Trophies and awards: Helen Lawless
Started swimming under my coach father, Peter Elliot, in Port Elizabeth many moons ago. Came from a swimming family. Father, Peter,
and 2 bothers, Brian and Derek, all swam competitively.
Swam at 3 SA Champs, Salisbury, Durban and Johannesburg, before turning professional in 1968. In those days a professional could not
compete. Only returned to swimming after marrying and having 3 kids, in 1994, and have not missed an SA Masters Championship since
then. It’s hard to believe with my current form (Not much training) that I did achieve TOP TEN FINA rankings in 1994 and 1996. I served on
the GMS committee from 1995 for many years, and on the Linrand/Wahoo club committee.

SAMS Records: Terry Downes
I started swimming masters in 1989 when I turned 40 and have attended every nationals since. I took over the SAMS records in about
1993 and have been a part of SAMS in various positions, treasurer, vice-president and record keeper ever since. Negotiated SAMS status
as associate member with SASA (South African Swimming Association with Mr Issy Kramer as President) in 1994. Served as president, vicepresident for Northern Transvaal Masters Swimming.

Editor Newsletter: Owen Van Renen
In my youth, I was very involved in Swimming as a senior swimmer and represented Natal for many years in the 60’s. I spent 7 years
overseas, and being away and so out of touch, my interest in swimming diminished. I stopped all sport for the next 30 years. In 1997 my
twin sister Joyce Fyfe persuaded me to start swimming again and I was dragged off to my first Masters Gala, kicking and screaming. I have
been President of the then Northern Transvaal Masters and on the organising committees for 2 Nationals in Pretoria. I assisted in a few
others. 3 years ago my twin surprised me again when I suddenly found myself on the SAMS Committee as the Editor of the Newsletters.
That was for a 3 year period. I’m back again and look forward to bringing you updates, information and regional news for the next 2 years.

Secretary: Carole Bridges
I was involved in synchronised swimming in my youth, so I knew nothing about gala’s when I was convinced to join a club in 2004. I competed
in my first Nationals for Old Eds in 2005 and loved it! I joined Wahoo the next season and have become more involved in both swimming
and administration since then. I have been secretary of Wahoo and the GMS secretary – I have been involved in updating a web-site,
registrations, and gala entries and have swum a bit on the side. I particularly enjoy distance swimming – I can’t swim fast, but can keep
going for quite a while!

Open Water: Jade Homveld
I am a married, 50 year old mother of two children, Alexis and Michael and I live in Pretoria. I am a member of the Phoenix masters club. I
am an English High School teacher and I have taught for the past 27 years. I started open water swimming in October 2005. I h ave
participated in both pool and open water events. A highlight of my career is the fact that I have participated in and completed every open
water distance - the 1 km, 1 500m, the mile, 3km, 5km, 10km and 25 km swim in a dam. My first cold water swim was in May 2007 and
since then I have completed the following cold swims in Cape Town: 3 x Robben Island/ Blouberg crossings, swum around Robben Island,
Robben Island to 3 Anchor Bay swim, swam from Llandudno to Clifton beach and the Robben Island to Blouberg double cr ossing. I am
passionate about swimming and I would never have been able to achieve any of goals without the love and support of my family, my coach
and my friends.

Hello all Masters Swimmers.

Andre Steynberg

Thank you to you all in South Africa and abroad who made it to Durban for the Nationals,
between 16th– 20th March 2016. You entered, you swam and you conquered! YOU all
made these champs the success that they were and they were a great success! Masters
swimmers really lived up to the motto of “Fun, Fitness and Fellowship”! We experienced
fabulous team spirit, exciting swimming events and above all friendships were renewed
while new ones formed.
On behalf of the Organising Committee we thank you ‘all’ for making the effort to be here, and for
supporting us as you did.
We initially struggled to get sponsorship and really appreciated the assistance from Spar and
Barloworld Ford in Pinetown and Pietermaritzburg. SAMSA also contributed an amount towards
administration costs. Thank you for your fabulous contributions. Other than financial support we
were given products from Spar, Aquellé, Future Life, and Fairfield Dairy which swimmers enjoyed.
The individual personalised programs would not have been part of the Champs, had it not been
for the company advertisements found in the program. Thank you to you all from the ‘one liners
to full page adverts’ enabling swimmers to retain these as a memento.
The Organising Committee must be commended for the wonderful work they did. Most worked
tirelessly for more than 18 months to get all the arrangements to come together. Thank you to a
great committee and to all KZN Master’s swimmers who assisted with results, medals, officiating
and general “dog’s body” jobs at the pool.
KZN Aquatics, headed by Amanda Kinghorn and her team, also need be commended for their
professional efforts on the deck, as must be the background team especially Di Doveton, Owen
van Renen, John Petersen, Terry Downes, Peter Larcombe and other KZNA members.
Assisting them all were our wonderful DUT students who came along every day to time keep, but
also helped with general chores!
Congratulations must go to all Award winners, all record breakers and medal winners. To the 10,
20 and 30 year award winners, our raffle winners, all swimmers and officials, team captains and
team members! You are all winners in KZN and for making the Champs in Durban the best in 32
years! (We think) You have left behind a legacy of happy memories, not only in the pool but also,
around the pool, on the dance floor and at the beach!
Best wishes for the winter season and we in KZN look forward to seeing you all in 2017 in East
London!

Highlights
FINA World Records
4 FINA World Masters Swimming Records were
broken.

Individual:
Andre Steynberg [60] Wahoo MSC (Men 60-64
50m Backstroke 30.66) Previous World Record 31.46
set 2007-06-02

Relays:
Cape Town MSC Women 240-279 A team
(Women 4x50m Freestyle Relay 2:04.96) Sanderina
Kruger W67, Di Coetzee W61, Gail McCarney W57,
Cecilia Stanford W55
Previous World Record 2:05.98 set 2015-07-11

Cape Town MSC Women 240-279 A team
(Women 4x100m Freestyle Relay 4:39.62) Sanderina
Kruger W67, Di Coetzee W61, Gail McCarney W57,
Cecilia Stanford W55
Previous World Record 4:47.03 set 2015-03-20 (by
Cape Town MSC)

Cape Town MSC Women 240-279 A team
(Women 4x50m Medley Relay 2:22.65) Di Coetzee
W61, Gail McCarney W57, Cecilia Stanford W55,
Sanderina Kruger W67
Previous World Record 2:24.95 set 2014-08-07

SAMS Records

Individual:
58 South African Masters Swimming Records were
broken by 23 different swimmers from 8 different
clubs.
5 second place finishers also bettered the previous
SAMS Record.
hiT Stanford (Cape Town MSC) broke SAMS
Cecilia
Records in all 6 of her individual events

Merle Angelos
President KZN Masters Swimming

Relays:
20 South African Masters Swimming Records were
broken or established by 4 different Clubs.
18 second (or lower) place finishing teams also
bettered the previous SAMS Record.

COLOURS
South African Masters Swimming Colours qualifying
times were bettered 96 times by 31 different South
African Swimmers during the championships.
Heather Campbell, Di Coetzee, Tim Shead, Cecilia
Stanford & Andre Steynberg bettered the SAMS
Colours qualifying time in all 6 of their individual
events.

Sanderina Kruger

Cecilia Stanford

Gail McCarney

Di Coetzee

37 swimmers (23 women & 14 men) who qualified
throughout the 2015/2016 season, were awarded
their SAMS Colours.

Highlights (continued)
In addition there were 2 swimmers who qualified on time in the 2015/2016 season but have yet to fulfil the requirement of participation in 3 SAMS
National Long Course Championships.
There were also 3 swimmers who had qualified in previous seasons and had now competed in their 3rd SAMS LC Nationals. They were awarded these
SAMS Colours.
All swimming awards were presented at the Prize Giving Awards Evening held at Greyville Race Course, along with all the other awards that were so well
deserved. All results are on the samastersswimming.com web site for you to view.

The following Awards were presented at the Awards Ceremony on the Saturday evening following the conclusion of the pool events at
the Championships
SAMS Open Water Club Trophy (Donated by Anton Harrop-Allin)
Presented to the previous year's Open Water Club Champions.
Awarded to the SAMS Club scoring the most points in the 3Km and the 1Km events at the SAMS Open Water Championships. Points scored in the 3Km event are double
those scored in the 1Km event.
1st: Wahoo MSC - 345 pts
2nd: Coelacanth MSC - 317 pts
3rd: Phoenix MSC - 258 pts
SAMS Short Course Championships Club Trophy
Awarded to the SAMS Club scoring the most points in the SAMS Short Course Championships for the current season.
1st : Cape Town MSC - 1173 pts
2nd: Coelacanth MSC - 1052 pts
3rd: East Coast MSC – 968 pts
SAMS Short Course Championships Best Region (No Trophy - Information only)
The SAMS Region scoring the most points in the SAMS Short Course Championships for the current season.
1st: KwaZulu-Natal MSA- 1559 pts
2nd: Western Province MSA- 1477 pts
3rd: Gauteng MSA – 1180 pts
Lillian Parrington Trophy (Oldest Swimmer) (Donated by Heather Campbell and John Keyter)
Awarded to the Oldest SAMS Swimmer competing at the SAMS Long Course Championships.
Ted Beukes 86 (Coelacanth MSC)
Colin Cable Award (Age & Endurance) (Donated by Western Province Masters Swimming and Lynda Gower)
Awarded to the SAMS Male or Female Swimmer at the SAMS Long Course Championships, who is 60 (Masters) years or over, swam 6 events, and
score the highest, with the events being scored on a scale of endurance. In the event of a tie, the oldest swimmer will receive the award.
Dave McLachlan - 79 (Cape Town MSC) (A score of 29)
Peter Pirow Cup (Best Performance 400m IM) (Donated by the Pirow family)
Awarded to the SAMS Male or Female Swimmer with the best time in the 400m Individual Medley at the SAMS Long Course Championships, measured (%) against the world
record.
Cecilia Stanford - 55 (Cape Town MSC (0.71% over the World Record in the 55-59 400m IM)
Barnetson Trophy (Most Improved Swimmer) (Donated by Tiny Barnetson)
Awarded to the SAMS Male or Female Swimmer who shows the greatest % improvement in time for any one event at the SAMS Long Course
Championships. Times are measured against the swimmer's recorded time for the same event at the SAMS Long Course Championships of the previous
year. Any swimmer who qualifies for this award but feels that their improvement was due to a below par performance in the previous year as a result
of illness or for any other reason is encouraged to not accept this award so that it can be awarded to the next qualifying swimmer.
Ken Hanna - 81 (Wahoo MSC) (26.05% improvement in the 80-84 800m Freestyle)
Best Performance - Female (Donated by Allen Morrison)
Awarded to the SAMS Female Swimmer with the best time at the SAMS Long Course Championships, measured (%) against the world record.
Cecilia Stanford - 55 (Cape Town MSC) (0.71% over the World Record in the 55-59 400m IM)
Best Performance - Male (Donated by Allen Morrison)
Awarded to the SAMS Male Swimmer with the best time at the SAMS Long Course Championships, measured (%) against the world record.
Andre Steynberg - 60 (Wahoo MSC) (2.54% under the World Record in the 60-64 50m Backstroke) (Picture on leader page)
Victrix Ludorum (Top Female Swimmer) (Donated by Errol Stern)
Awarded to the SAMS Female Swimmer who comes first in all her maximum allowable number of individual events at the SAMS Long Course Championships OR if there is
no such person then whoever scores the most individual points. If there is a tie, then the trophy is awarded to the tied swimmer with the lowest average percentage
difference between the swimmer's time and the world record for all the swimmer's individual events.
Cecilia Stanford - 55 (Cape Town MSC) (First in all 6 events and an average of 5.31% over the World Record in her 6 events)

Victor Ludorum (Top Male Swimmer) (Donated by Errol Stern)
Awarded to the SAMS Male Swimmer who comes first in all his maximum allowable number of individual events at the SAMS Long Course
Championships OR if there is no such person then whoever scores the most individual points. If there is a tie, then the trophy is awarded to the tied
swimmer with the lowest average percentage difference between the swimmer's time and the world record for all the swimmer's individual events.
Bradley Reen - 40 (Aquabear SC - Masters) (First in all 6 events and an average of 8.23% over the World Record in his 6 events.)

Awards (continued)
Charles Buck Memorial Award (Spirit of Masters) (Donated by Western Province Masters Swimming)
Awarded to the SAMS Person(s) who best epitomize(s) the true spirit of Masters Swimming.
The three van Renen siblings - Merle Angelos (East Coast MSC) and the twins Joyce Fyfe and Owen van Renen
(Both Coelacanth MSC)
Joe Hillstrom Trophy (Most New Swimmers) (Donated by Joe Hillstrom)
Awarded to the SAMS Club that has the most swimmers competing in their first SAMS Long Course Championships.
Coelacanth MSC - 24 first time Nationals competitors
Spirit Bowl (Club Spirit) (Donated by Louise Pallet and the late Jill Fahrenheim)
Awarded to the SAMS Club best promoting the spirit of Masters Swimming at the SAMS Long Course Championships.

Aquabear Swim Club
SAMS Colours Awards: See web site for full list
Dash-for-Cash Awards: See web site for full results

South African Masters Swimming Club Handicap Trophy (Top Club - Points/Entered swimmer)
Awarded to the SAMS Club scoring the most points per entered swimmer at the SAMS Long Course Championships. Individual and relay points count. For this award there
is a prescribed minimum of 8 entered swimmers per Club. Clubs with less than 8 entered swimmers have their total points divided by 8.

1st : Cape Town MSC - 54.10 pts per entered swimmer
2nd: East Coast MSC - 50.05 pts per entered swimmer
3rd: Bay Eagle Swim Team - Masters - 49.25 pts per entered swimmer
Dr Heyman Belfort Memorial Shield (Top Region)
Awarded to the SAMS Region scoring the most points at the SAMS Long Course Championships.

1st: Western Province MSA - 4111 pts
2nd: Gauteng MS - 3911 pts
3rd: Tshwane MS - 3863 pts
South African Masters Swimming Club Trophy (Top Club)
Awarded to the SAMS Club scoring the most points at the SAMS Long Course Championships.

1st: Cape Town MSC - 3733 pts
2nd: Coelacanth MSC - 3292 pts
3rd: East Coast MSC - 2202 pts

SA Masters Open Water

Durban

March 2016

The SA Masters' National Surf Swim was held on Sunday 20th March 2016 at the
Marine Surf Lifesaving Club. 204 swimmers competed. Coelacanth Club is the
winning club and they will receive the Open water club trophy at the Awards
function in 2017. Swimmers could compete in either the 3km or the 1km
event. The conditions on the day were perfect and the Organising Committee
is to be commended for organising a superb event.

The
Van

Renen Siblings

Your Open Water Report
By Jade Homveld

As some of us take a break after Nationals, I would like to highlight a swimmer who
has inspired many and played a significant role in encouraging others to participate
in Open water swimming. Sandy Dorlas is a member of Coelacanths and she lives in
Pretoria. I asked Sandy to share some of the highlights and memorable moments of
her illustrious career. Sandy has successfully completed 25 consecutive Midmar
Miles and she has finished in the top 10 in her age group in at least 18 of the 25
Midmar Mile swims. Sandy has accompanied a big group of school girls from
Pretoria High School for Girls for 24 of the past 25 years to swim the Midmar Mile.
Sandy mentioned that she often bumps into women in their 20s and 30s who were part of the school team who still enter the
Midmar mile years after matriculating. When asked, she said that one of the most rewarding aspects is seeing swimmers who
were not necessarily the fastest or best swimmer in the team conquer the Midmar Mile. Their sense of accomplishment and
pride in their success is often life changing. Sandy was also able to participate in 15 Midmar Mile swims with her father and

they shared a very special bond. Sandy and her father swam all the first Open water swims together such as the Potch Mile,
Kleinfontein and Bronkhorstbaai swims. She recently participated in a few 3km swims and she has found this distance to be a
bit of a mind game as she needs to keep convincing herself that she will finish the race. In her opinion, the sense of achievement
and endorphin high after an Open water swim is unparalleled. I am sure that there are many other swimmers who have made
a significant contribution and who will always inspire us to want to swim further and never to lose sight of our goals.
We can all acknowledge and celebrate the talent and sacrifice that has been made by every podium finisher in a swim. These
swimmers become household names and we marvel at their times and ability. However, there can only be a handful of top 3
swimmers at every swim and for many of us our only goal is to complete the swim and on a good day, swim a PB. Thousands
of swimmers will never be called out at prize-giving, nor will we become a household name. This in no way means that each
and every swimmer is not a winner, as we enter the water with a goal and we celebrate when we step on the timing mat at the
end of a swim. As a teenager, I had a plaque on my wall which read as follows: “The poorest of all men is not the man without
a cent, but the man without a dream.’’ I have never forgotten these words and as a much older swimmer, I often remind myself
of these words. In my opinion, Masters’ Swimming makes it possible for every swimmer to set goals and to pursue their dreams.
The fact that there are age groups means that from the youngest to the oldest swimmer, the playing fields are level and there
is an opportunity to compete within our age group and against the top swimmers. Open water swimming has also grown and
diversified over the years. We have the option to swim any distance from a fun swim to a 25km, we can enter sea swims,
swims in canals, ice swims, dam swims and cold swims in the Cape waters. There really is an opportunity for each and every
swimmer to set big goals and to challenge him/herself.
The following swimmers were awarded their Colours for Open water swimming for the 2015/2016 season and
are to be congratulated on their achievement:
Megan Albertyn Denise Bosman Elsa Craig Maureen Mons Tarryn Stanford
I have included the criteria for achieving Colours in Open water swimming as set out in the SAMS Integrated Handbook 6th
edition, March 2016.
4. Swimmers’ qualification criteria (NB: The information below may be found on SAMS’ website. Should there be any
discrepancy then the information on the website takes precedent.)
4.1. Twice during the same season (01 May to 30 April) you must have achieved a time that equals or betters the time in the
current SAMS table as published on SAMS’ website. This time must have been recorded to 1 second by the organizers of the
Swim.
4.2. At the time you achieved the qualifying times you must have been:  A South African Citizen or have been granted South
African Permanent Residence Status (i.e. you must be in a possession of a valid South African Identity document that showed
your 13 digit RSA ID Number and indicated your status as a Citizen or Permanent Resident) and  a properly registered and paidup member for the current season (01 May to 30 April) of a Masters Swimming Club which is affiliated to SAMS and 
representing the above Club in the Open Water Swim and  competing in a SAMS sanctioned and accepted Open Water Swim
(see paragraph 3 above).
4.3. You must also have attended in a minimum of 3 (or be attending your 3rd) SAMS National Long Course Championships
(either Pool or Open Water). If you have not yet fulfilled this latter requirement at the time that you qualified as per paragraphs
4.1 and 4.2 above, your qualifying details will be kept on record until you do so.
5. You must obtain a copy of the official results of the Swim and have them signed by your Club President/Chairperson. Once
your two qualifying swims have been completed for the season you must complete the application form below, sign it and have
it signed by your Club President/Chairperson who will first verify that you met the qualifying requirements. The application form
and the signed copies of both of the official results must be forwarded to the SAMS Open Water Swimming Representative for
ratification of your colours qualification.
A swimmer who has met the requirements must ensure that the information is submitted to their Club President/Chairperson
who will then forward the document to me. The onus is on the swimmer to provide the necessary information, failure to do so
will probably result in a swimmer being disappointed at the Awards’ evening and being of the opinion that they have been
overlooked. This is not the case and such a situation is easily avoidable.

I would like to have the 2016/2017 Open water calendar available by the end of July. If you are an organiser of an
event or you are aware of a confirmed event, please mail the event information for inclusion in the calendar to
jadehomveld16@gmail.com.
Jade Homveld

Your Lead Article……………………….

Dryland
Training Tips
(A)
Get a Grip: Get Stronger
to Stay Healthier
Grip strength and mortality
Chris Ritter | September 23, 2015
As a Masters swimmer you probably have goals that include

The best way to develop overall strength is to train with

living a high-quality, healthy life, as well as improving your

compound strength movements such as squats, deadlifts,

performance in the pool. I’ve written previously about how

pull-ups, and push-ups. These compound movements are

strength gains can increase your performance and now there’s

distinct because they utilize multiple joints and muscle

growing empirical evidence that says being strong might also

groups during the movement instead of isolation exercises
that just work one muscle group and a singular joint.

have positive effects on your overall health. A recent study
published in The Lancet looks at the relationship between
strength and mortality.
In the Prospective Urban-Rural Epidemiology study, researchers

Another benefit to compound strength movements is that

followed 139,691 subjects aged 35 to 70 years for four years

speeds in the pool. If you have more total-body tension

and measured grip strength through a dynamometer. Results

when you swim, you’ll slice through the water more
efficiently.

showed that “grip strength was inversely associated with allcause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, noncardiovascular
mortality, myocardial infarction, and stroke. Grip strength was
a stronger predictor of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality
than systolic blood pressure.”
So what practical applications can we take from the PURE
study?

they all require full-body tension, which translates into faster

It’s important to find the appropriate starting level for any
exercise and to make sure you take a balanced approach to
your strength training. If you’re new to strength training,
consult with a qualified trainer or strength and conditioning
coach before starting a strength-training regimen.
Bottom line: If you want to not only perform better but also

First, don’t rush out and buy every hand-gripper strengthening

live longer and with more vitality, you should be including

device you can find. Although the study highlights grip strength

consistent and programmed strength training into your

specifically, that’s intended to be an indicator of overall

routine.

strength. So rather than focus on hand strength, you need to
work on increasing overall strength.

(B)
Strength Training:
A Balanced Approach
Incorporate pushing and pulling to help prevent
injuries

Chris Ritter | April 23, 2013

Movement and muscle imbalances cause the majority of
chronic injuries, and swimming is an imbalanced sport. Think
about how much all of the competitive strokes use similar
muscles and
movements, especially in your upper body.
Add to that the repetitive nature of swimming, and over just
a short span of training, you can develop some type of pesky
injury.
Oftentimes that injury occurs in the shoulder. If your strengthtraining program incorporates a lot of push-ups and dips but
includes few pulling movements to counterbalance the
pushing in those exercises, your shoulders will likely suffer.
For swimmers, I recommend a slightly imbalanced program
Strength training is a great way to combat the negative
effects that swimming can have on your posture and

that emphasizes more pulling than pushing to help offset the
negative posture and function effects of swim training.

function. To get the benefit, though, you need to shift your
thinking about your body. Many people still think of strength-

When strengthening the lower body, it’s important to balance

training workouts in terms of “chest day” or “leg day,” an

knee- and hip-dominant movements. Most people will focus

archaic approach that’s only really useful for bodybuilders.
Instead, start thinking about training movements instead of

too much on knee-dominant movements and neglect hip-

muscles or body regions.
To

maintain

a

balanced program,
make

sure

you

aren’t pushing more
than you’re pulling
over the course of
your training. Basic
movements can be
broken down into
four categories:


Pushing (such as push-ups or dips)



Pulling (such as pull-ups or rows)



Knee-dominant (such as squats or lunges)



dominant ones. If these moves aren’t practiced proportionally,
you may experience hamstring or other lower body injuries.
The best way to avoid injuries is to stay ahead of them with a
preventative strength-training program. However, without
proper instruction,
you

can

injured

get
doing

strength training.
Be sure to use
good

judgment

when

learning

new movements.
All four

of the

categories:
pushing,

pulling,

knee- and hipHip-dominant (such as deadlifts in either a single or doubledominant, include
legged position)
many exercises
that vary in difficulty. Consulting with a fitness professional will
A simple workout should focus on just one exercise from
help you decide which ones are best for you.
each category. Once you have that part down, the next step
is to develop a balanced strength-training program.
You can search for fitness professionals on these sites:
National Academy of Sports Medicine
National Strength and Conditioning Association

Related Articles at U.S. Masters Swimming Articles & Videos
https://www.usms.org/articles/articlesearch.php?CategoryID%5B%5D=21

AMAKHOSI MASTERS SWIMMING CLUB
IN ASSOCIATION WITH BUFFALO CITY AQUATICS

1st Update May 2016

JOAN HARRISON SWIMMING COMPLEX
EAST LONDON / BUFFALO CITY

Greetings to all Masters Swimmers both local as well as International as Amakhosi Masters Club (Buffalo
City Masters) looks forward to hosting the 2017 National Championships, we would like to congratulate Merle
and her wonderful Committee for hosting such a memorable 2016 Championships in KZN. I am sure that
everyone will agree that they were well run and will be a hard act to follow!
This is a very exciting time for our club and City, as we have not hosted the National event for over 7 years
and with the help of Buffalo City Aquatics and the Buffalo City Municipality Tourism, we have some awesome
events and attractions to offer all visitors to our Province. So please start planning and training for the
Championships to be held from the Wednesday 15 th March 2017 to Sunday 19th March 2017.
Goody bags from Amakhosi Club were handed out at the Kings Park Aquatics Centre which included a Fridge
magnet with the dates as well as the latest Buffalo City Tourism Booklet, detailing accommodation options
as well as information and entertainment guides! However we are presently working on a private “app” and
WEB design, highlighting all the necessary information relating to the 33 rd National Championships and this
should be up and running during the month of June 2016.
Included with this “app” that we are currently working on, will be a link to our Facebook page. Both of these
applications will be accessible on your smart phone or IPad for all the mobile media updates.
As part of our theme of “Back to Basics”, we will endeavour to bring the prices of both the “Happy Hour” as
well as the “Dinner Dance”, down to as low a cost as possible so as to enable everyone to attend. At the
moment we are anticipating to have the “happy hour” at the Joan Harrison
Complex which will
save on travelling and will have ample parking and security in place. While a
venue for the “Dinner Dance” as well as the “theme” will be advertised in our
future newsletters! Suffice to say that with our enthusiastic committee in place, great fun
and special memories will be made!
In conclusion the Amakhosi Masters Swimming Club, looks forward to
promoting the Masters logo of “Fun, Fitness and Fellowship”, leading
up to the 33rd National Championships here in Buffalo City next year!
Look out for all our future exciting updates to see what is in store for you
in our wonderful friendly city.

Accommodation Guide:
www.bctourism.co.za/page.php?id=12

‘The Last Word’………...
Time for some stretching!

So till next time, whenever, wherever

